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DIGEBT:

1. Contentions that protester has failed to
distinguish frnai bases of protert denied
by GAO in decision on related procurement,
which used identical Leq'lest for proposals
and evaluation s':heme, are denied for the
same reasons expressed in previous GAO
decision.

2. Protest that agency improperly awarded
"bonus points" for features exceeding
minimum requirements is without merit
where technical factors are an important
part of the competition and higher techni-
cal evaluation score accorded awardsee's
data processing system reflects nothing
more than agency's reasonable assesnmeni:
that awardee'q system, with greater flesi-
bility and capability fox modification,
offered superior ability to meet func-
tional requirements in request for pro-
posals, Offeroro are, or should bh, on
notice that such qualitative distinctions
will be made when technical factors are
part of the competition. Moreover, agency
was not obligated to point out inferiority
of protester's system during discussions
where that inferiority was due to pro-
tester's own lack of ingenuity and insen-
tiveness in design of system.

3. Allegation that awardee was given extra
credit in technical evaluation for
denire" and other extraneous factors,
baced tin remarks by agency personnel
during debriefing, is unsubstantiated.
Our own in camera review of scoresheets
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shows that evaluation was generally fair
and reasonable and in accord with the
solicitation.

4. Record does not support allegation that
Government and awardee engaged in improper
discussions regarding the interpretation
of the solicitation or preparation of pro-
posals which operated to the detriment of
other offerors.

Mutual of Omaha Insurance Company (Mutual) protests
the award of a contract to Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
South Carolina (Soath Carolina) by the Office of Civilian
Health and Medical Programs of the Uniform Services
(CHAMPUS) under request for proposals (RFP) No. MDA9O6-0-
R-0007. Mutual challenges CHAMPUS's evaluation of pro-
posalst CHAMPUS's selection of technical evaluation per-
sonnel, and contends that CIIAMPUS and South Carolina
engaged in improper communications regarding the solicita-
tion and the preparation of proposals. We find Mutual's
protest to be without merit.

This procurement, covering the States of Pennsylvania,
Delaware, Maryland, North and South Carolina, Virginia, and
the District of Columbia, identified as the Mid-Atlantic
Region, was the second in a series designed to consolidate
CIJAMPUS contracts for fiscal intermediary services into
multi-State regions. These contracts cover the administra-
tion and handling of claims for health benefits provided
under CHAMPUS auspices to military dependents, retirees,
and other authorized recipients. The first contract, com-
bining several States into the South Central Region, was
awarded to Wisconsin Physicians Service Insurance Corpora-
tion in December 1980 and was also the subject of a protest
by Mutual. Mutual of Omaha Insurance Company, D-201710,
January 4, 1982, 82-1 CPD 2 (Mutual I). Both that procure-
ment and this one were conducted using the same (except for
regional identification) RFP package and following the same
evaluation scheme. The RFP's provided that technical
considerations were stignif'cantly more important than price
and identified the principal technical factors in order of
importance as Claims Procetising, General Administration,
anu Ccrporate Experience/Performance, with experience the
significant factor. Ev; .uation of the Claims Prccessing
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and General Adminivotration factors was to focus on the ability
of the proposed system to handle the work described in the
RFP; the Corporate Experience/Performance factor emphasized
the offeror's demonstrated qualifications based on prior
CHAMPIIS, Medicare or other Government health program
experience, or similar private sector experience.

Mutual was the lowest ranked offeror technically and
Mutual's price was aubstartially higher than South Carolina's.
The contract was awarded to South Carolina on April 16, 1981.

Mutual's protest was filed following CHAMPUS's debriefing
of Mutual on May 12, 1981. This procurement has also baen
the subject of another protest. ?Pennsylvania Blue Shield,
B-203338, March 23, 1982, 82-1 CPD 272,

Issues Decided in Mutual X

hutual raises three grounds of p:otest that are identical
to bases which Mutual raised in Mutual I. They ares (1) the
technical evaluation failed to give significant weight to
perforini.nce 'nistory because CHAMPUS considered experience as a
separate factor rather than as an integral part of the evalua-
tion of each of the other evaluation factors as required by
the RFPI (2) price quotations were not evaluated in accordance
with the terms of the RFP because CIIAMPUS bksed its evaluation
on an eutimated claims quantity rather than the maximum quan-
tities specified in the solicitation; and (3) the qualifica-
tions of CHIAMPUSIE technical evaluators were suspect. Mutual
has provided no basis upon which we might distinguish these
present bases of protest from those already considered and
denied in Mutu:al I. Consequently, these contentions are
governed by that deoiisiori

As an initial matter, we point out that CHAMPUS contends
that these three grounds of protest are untimely because
Mutual should have known that the evaluation in this
procurement would be the same as that for the South Central
Region and should have raised them in the present case either
at Mutual's debriefing on the South Central Region procurement
or within 10 working days of the award to South Carolina. See
4 C.F.R. S 20.2(b) (1982). Mutual disagrees.

We see no need to resolve the timeliness of these bases
of protest since, if timely, the decision in Mutual I is
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dispositive. As we noted above, Mutual has provided no
basis upon which we might distinguish these allegations
from those considered in Mutual I and we have found none.
We will summarize that decision, equally applicable here,
only briefly with respect to each of chese contentions.

le In Mutual I we agreed with Mutual that the
solicitation could be read as Mutual contended--that is,
that the RF9 night require CHAMPUS to evaluate performance
hist%%ry as an integral part of each of the other evaluation
factors rather than as a separate factor--but that it made
nn differenceo As we stated in Mutual I:

0* * * Whether experience is consid-
ered to be, for instance, 30 percent of
the possible total technical score or is
considered to be 30 percent of the pos-
sible total scores for each of the indi-
vidual elements matters not at all? it is
still given a 30-percent weight in the
evaluation. * * *. Mutual I, P. 9.

We also noted that if it were Mutual's position that
experience should have been evaluated both independently
and as an integral part of the other factors, thia would
have inflated the importance of experience beyond its
position as the least important criterion to the extent
that it would have conflicted with the announced evaluation
scheme. We also considered it permissible for CHAMPUS to
havtn different teams evaluate different parts of the
proposal.

We did recommend, however, that CHAMPUS modify the
solicitation to clarify the independence of experience as
an evaluation factor. CHAMPUS advised us informally that
this would be done in future procurements.

2. The RFP required offerors to state their per-claim
price for each of three ranges of claim quantities for each
of 3 years with a guaranteed minimum and maximum quantity
for each year. In Mutual I, we agreed with Mutual that the
RFP's description of the price evaluation was ambiguous
concerning whether prices were to be evaluated on the basis
of the maximum quantity or on a mid-range estimate of the
projected quantity of claims baded on historical data
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provided to the offerors. We declined, however, to
consider the question further because even if CHAMPUS
evaluated prices as Mutual advocated, Mutual's price would
still have been substantially higher than that of the
successful offerors The-same is true here.

We note that we did recommend thac CHAMPUS clarify
this provision in future solicitations. As with the pre-
ceding recommendation, we were informally advised that
CHAMPUS will do so.

3. In Mutual. , we denied Mutual's challenge to the
qualifications of CHAMPUS's evaluators because of the lack
of evidence to support Mutual's conjectures. We do so
again here.

T mproper Evalu ation

CHAMPUS indicates that a margin of points was
available under each evaluation factor to distinguish
between technically superior and marginal proposals.
Mutual describes this scoring technique as the awarding of
'bonus points" for features that exceed the RFP's minimum
requirements.

Mutual protests that the RFP does not specifically
state that "bonus points" were to be awarded and argues
that 'bonus points" cannot be awarded unless the RFP
specifically states that added points will be awarded for
desirable features. In the absence of such a notice,
Mutual argues, all offerors who meet the solictitatton's
minimum requirements are entitled to the maximum number of
possible points.

We disagree Initially, we note that Mutual's use of
the phrase "awarding bonus points" is misleading insofar as
the process it describes was little more then CHAMPUS's
differentiatijo among proposals according to their
technical merit, As we noted in Mutual I, we have
previously approved of this type f dTiscrimination among
proposals whoLe technical factors form an important part of
the competition, as they did here. See Amdahl CoTporation,
B-198911.2, March 27, 1981, 81-1 CPD 231. Furthermore, we
think that offerors are on notice, an Mutual should have
been here, that qualitative distinctions will be made Anmong
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proposals where technical fmctors art part of the com-
retitive evaluatio6, as was clearly the case in this
procurement. Mutual'u position would deny the means to
differentiate among proposals on the basis of technical
merit, We find this contention to be without merit,

Mutual also contends that CHAMPUS awarded South
Carolina additional points for NEatures which CHAMPUS
failed to disclose in the IFP or during discussions.
Mutual cites two specific instances in which South Carolina
was awarded added points for untcisqlosed features, (1)
points awarded for offering a parameter-driven automatic
data processing (ADP) system; and (2) points awarded on the
basis of South Carolina's "desire" for the contract, In
addition to these specific allegations, M-%,ual asserts that
our examination of the scoresheets will ruveal that points
were awarded on the basis of other undisclosed featuces.
We will examine these questions in turn.

South Carlina proposed a parameter-driven ADP system
which CHAMPUS evaluated as superior to Mutual's hard--coded
ayst.em. CHAMPUS indicates that South Carolina's parameter-
driven system Is less costly and casier to modify or
enhance than the hard-coded system because the criteria
for editing claims ara external to the basic computer
programs. Molifications and enhancements can be
accomplished easily by changing the modular parameters
rather than the main software, as in required by Mutual's
hard-coded system.

Mutual contends CHAMPUS's evaluation of Scuth
Carolina's parameter-driven system demonstrates that
CHAMPUS developed a preference for the parameter-driven
system either prior to or just after the solicitation
was issued, which amounted ti a change in CIIAMPUS's
requirements. Mutual contends that this change was never
disclosed and asserts that CIIAMPUS should either have
modified the RFP to reflect the change or advised Mutual
in discussions of the ni.- requirement.,

Mutual's argument is without merit, The RFP expressed
CHAMPUS's ADP requirements in terrs of the functions which
the ADP s>stem would be required to perform. CHAMPUS
evaluated the ADP systems on the basis of their ability to
satisfy these requiremen s. Offerors wwere free to propose
whatever system they liked so long as It could ''orform
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these functions. Contrary to Mutual's suggestion, we find
that CHAMPUS's requirements did not change and that the
higher ratirg which CHAMPIJS accorded to South Carolina's
proposed system r flected nothing more than CHAMPUS's
reasonable assessment that South Carolina's system, with
its capability for easier mtdification and greater flexi-
bility, offered a superior ability to meet CRKfMPUS's func-
tional requirements, To the extent that Mutual'a system
may hare been less viatisfactory, even though acceptable
we can only attribute it to Mutual's own lack of ingenuity
and inventiveness in the design of its system--whic.h, we
add, CHfAMPUS was under no obligation to point out during
discussions. 51 Comp, Gen. 621 (1972)1 ADP Network
Services, inc., 3-200675, March 2, 1981, 81-1 CPDW57;
Gould, Inc., B-192930, May 7, 1979, 79-1 CPD 311.

Mutual contends that the debriefing revealed that
South Carolina was awarded points on the basis of its
hdesire" for the contract, CHAMPUS replies that Mutual
has misconstrued its debriefing remarks. CHAMPUD contends
it told Mutual that it appeared nonincumbents were devoting
significant resources to the development of their
proposals, This statement was made, CHAMPUS explains,
for the 9urpose of encouraging Mutual to improve its
proposal for future procurements.

CHAMPUS's explanation is reasonable. A primary
function of the debriefing is to provide unsuccessful
offerora with information teat would assist them in
improving their future proposals, We further note
vhat Mutual has not refuted CHAMPUS's explanation. We
accordingly deny this ground of protest.

Mutual contends that an examination of CJIAMPUTS's
scoresheets will reveal that South Carolina received bonus
points for other extraneous factors. Our in camera
examination of the scoresheets revealed no such thi'ng. On
the contrary, the evaluation was reasonable and in accord
with the criteria listed in the RPP. See Mutual I,

Improper Communications

Multual contends that CHAMPUS conducted improper oral
communications with South Carolina in violation oft U-e RFP
provision that explanations required by offerors hd6 to be
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requested in writipg and that any information given to one
offeror would be turnished to all offarors, In this
regard, Mutual asserts that CHAMPUS personnel stated at
Mutual's debriefing that during the period between issuan-e
of the solicitation and receipt of initial proposals,
representatives of South Carolina were on the telephone
with CHAMPUS personnel at least once a day, requesting and
obtaining information with respect to the solicitation
requirements and the preparation of the firm's proposal,

CHAMPUS replies that the frequent telephone conversa-
tions referred to at the debriefing were with Blue Cross of
Maryland rather than South Carolina, CHAMPUS ccncedes,
however, that there were about 10 telephone conversations
with South Carolina. CHAMIPUS denies that these discussions
pertained to the interpretation of the solicitation or the
preparation of proposals. CHAMPUS argues that an amendment
to the solicitation was therefore unnecessary.

The RFP incorporates a provision based on Defense
Acquisition Regulation (DAR) § 3-505(c) (Defense Acquisi-
tion Circular 1 76-20, September 17, 1979), which requires
that information given to any prospective offeror be fur-
nished to all prospective offerors if the information is
necessary for the preparation of proposals or if the lack
of the infornation would be prejudicial to uninformed
offerors, In EG&G Incorporated, B-182566, April 10, 1.9/5,
75-1 CPD 221, we ndicated that DAP. (then ASPR) 3 3-505(c)
was not intended to prohibit any contact with prospective
offerors on an individual basis, but was intended to
prreclude the exchange of technical information with one
offeror to the detriment of others.

Mutual does not cite any specific instance of South
Carolina be ng given information to the detriment of Mutual
or any other offetor. Mutual instead argues:

"These conversations must inevitably have
provided South Carolina with an advantage
over other offerors. If the calls did not
benefit South Carolina, the calls would
not have continued or been so frequent,
Moreover, the conversations could well
have been with persons at CHAMPUS who
later participated in evaluating technical
proposals of South Carolina."
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These allegations are based on speculations as to what
might have occurred, In our view, Mutual has not affirma-
tively demonstrated that South Carolina received an infor-
mational advantage in violation of DAR 5 3-505(c). See
Health Maintenance Systems, B-200755, April 3, 1981, 81-1
CPD 2551 EG6G Incorporated, supra,

Mutual's protest is denied.

For Comptroller General
of the United States




